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THE FORM JãK IN BEDOUIN NARRATIVE STYLE'

In his article The Verbal AtrLx -k in Spoken Arabic (1968), T. M. Johnstone launched

a theory that the -k affixed to the perfect tense of the two commonest verbs of motion

in Bukhara Arabic (¡aik'he came', ladãk 'he went') and the same suffix used with

both the perfect and the imperfect tense of the verb.¡ã'to come' in Northern and

Eastern Arabian dialects have the same morphemic provenance. According to him, they

cannot be regarded as suffixed pronouns, but as deictic paflicles comparable with the

distal -kelement in the demonstratives hãdãk, h¿idÕlãk, etc. Johnstone was led tothis

conclusion by two imporrant observations. Firstly, in Bukhara Arabic the verbs.¡ã 'to

come' and gadã 'to go have three different forms in the 3rd person sing. of the

perfect tense: masc. jãk, jaken, iâkín; gadãk, þadãkên, ladãkin, fem. jãt, jãtaken'

jatakin; gadt, ladtak|n, ladtakin2 According to W. Fischer, the suffixes -ke-n,

-kin, and -k derive their origins from kã)in.3 However, Johnstone calls attention to

the fact that the short affix -ft is only suffixed to the 3rd p. sing. masc., which does

not have any suffixless form. Secondly, the affix -k occurring in the Eastern Arabian

dialects studied by Johnstone is invariable, like its counterpart in Bukhara Arabic.

Therefore, he considers it plausible to conclude that these afñxes have the same

morphemic provenance nnd that they cannot be regarded as pronominal suffixes.

On the other hand, Johnstone points out two differences in the form and function

of the affix: in Eastern Arabian dialects,

"unlike the -k affix in the Bukhãrã dialects, this particle can be suffixed to both

perfect and imperfect forms, and again unlike the Bukh-arã dialects it has a distinct

deictic function."4

Since Johnstone wrote his article, much additional material which sheds new light upon

the feature, has been published. From the texts published by Bruce Ingham (the Ãl
pafìr in northeastern Arabia and the Ãl Muna in the Empty Quarter), Judith Rosen-

house (Galilean Bedouin), Saad A. Sowayan (Sammari Bedouin from Najd), Frank H.

Stewart (Sinai Bedouin), and this writer (Jordanian Bedouin), it appears that the suffix

I This is a paper read ar ûq XIX North American Conference on Afroasiatic Linguistics ar the Uni'
vcrsity of California, Berkelcy, March ó-9, 1991.
2 The 67 rexts in Vinnikov abound in these forms; Fischer, p.257f .
3 Fischer, p.257,n.4; p.258, n. l.
4 Johnrton" (1968), p. 251f.
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-k/-ak used with the verb jã actually is a common device in the Bedouin oral

nararive style in Northem Arabia and the adjacent a¡eas. Therefore it is necessary to

reconsider the use of the fornr, especially from a stylistic point of view.
In the Bedouin dialects of the Northern Arabian type, the verb "¡ã 'to come'

usually occurs as a verb of motion taking, as in Classical Arabic, a direct object, e.g.

ja-k'he came to you', yijik 'he comes to you'. This is always the case when the

suffìxed pronoun is other than thût of the 2nd p. sing. masc. (V-k, C-ak)' On the

other hand, the -k /-ak morpherne cannot always be interpreted as a true object

marker denoting'to you'.

The instances
Let us examine these kinds of ja + -k constructions attested in published texts. It may

be appropriate ro divide the material into different types according to different syntactic

patterns:

TypeI jã+-k+imperfect
Type 2 jã + -k + active participle

Type 3 jã+ -k used independently, in one-verb phrases

In all these constructions the verb jã is inflected in the perfect and imperfect, and it
agrees in person, gender and number; more infrequently, the 'k (V-k/C-ak) morpheme

is suffixed to active participles and imperatives as well. T\e -A-ak mo¡pheme, on the

other hand, is always invariable.

TYPE l: je + -k + IMPERFECT

The attested occutrences of Type 1 a¡e relatively few:

Sinai Bedouin (Stewart)

15.4. wana ajik axarutha 'and I rode her down'

The Gulf (Johnstone)

(1967), p. 168 (Qatar) jak fy]xazxiz Iê wusal ilgaçir 'he came creeping till he

reached the castle'

The Samma¡ al-Jazira (Montagne)

IX l0 htda jãk elhadeb xeyyãl yekedd; hãda eben der<ãn ja xeyyãl yekedd

Eltradeb vint à cheval, d'un pas rapide et Eben Der<ãn de même, confrant'

lX L6 jãk eben dre< menãþi geSSãd tgül 'alors, Eben Dre< Menãþi, un poète,

improvisa'

The Sammar Najd (Sowayan)

165 wyijønik yþadôn wyaSdÕn 'so they came along, goading their camels with song

and stick'
166 wuhu yijrk ybaílr al<wãjí he hunied to al-(V/aji to bring him the good news'
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204 wuhum lak kíllin yãx! slãþuh wyijnnik wara réãb al<nuz yti{ahharõnuhum

So each one of them grabbed his weapon and ran behind the camel mounts of

the <Anazis. They came behind their backs...'

306 jak yarkiS yaby a!!ilú| ya wallah rãyhan addilül he ran after his mount but

found that the mount was gone'

In these cases jã retains its true verbal status, and the imperfect following it can be

interpreted as the predicate of an asyndetic circumstantial clause. In its form, the suffix

-k /-ak does not differ from an object marker, but from the contexts it clearly appears

that semantically it does not function as such here. Considering its semantic function,

the example from Montagne IX l0 is instructive: it implies that no difference in

meaning is found between jãk yekedd and ja yekedd. The difference lies solely on

the stylistic level. The examination of the context shows that.¡ãk is used to indicate a

transition to a new action or development ('now el-f{adeb came riding a horse, at full
gallop'). When the parallel action is described ('and also Ibn Der(ãn came riding a

horse, at full gallop'), the verb jã is used without suffix.

TYPE 2: ja + -k+ ACTIVE PARTICIPLE

The instances a¡e relatively numerous:

Palestinian peÍrsants (SchmidVKahle)

29,3 wajãk sa-yi{< 'und er trieb an'

29,4 Sãm hãla ajãk fãziz wimrawwiþ <albalad 'Sofort sprang er auf seine Füsse

und ging ihnen voran nach Hause'

38,7 hãla riëib wajãk rãyiþ 'Jener stieg auf, ritt hin,...'

38,1I /.<am hãla axûh libis ihdüme w-ajak rãyiþ la<indha Dt zog sein Bruder seine

Kleider an und ging zu ih/
125,24 (ãmu lífdãwîye ajäk Sãrdln Da liefen die Räuber davon'

Galilean Bedouin (Rosenhouse)

p. 186, line l l lf . uraþhalam haltars uhalabyüt ujÕk míamhn ... gallak'.. TIe led the

herds, took the tents and went off to the north... He thought'

Syrian Bedouin (Wetzstein)

p. 90,line I (=21,17) wjãk þsën mallib (ala lbarza losën kam zur Berza gelaufen'

Sinai Bedouin (Stewart)

4.2. wsalim yjîk !a-yi( 'Salim immediately set off in pursuit'

6.9. wana ajík lãbb alwãdiy I went down to the wadi'

7 .1. wiþna njik m<aggdÍn 'we set off
9.1. wyjrk mgÕfiñn bah 'and he went -- they went off with him'
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9.8. wnjlk m<aggdin 'and we set ofl
11.8. uhú yjîk m<ãwid 'and he went back' (cf. 8.7. without -k)

13.1. whum yjúk kãttin 'and they rode off downstream'

16.5. wh| yjtk miglí< bay 'and he took me away'

The Culf (Johnstone)

(1964), p. 104, lines l-2 (Dõsiri, Kuwait) laddëna <a rikãbna wiiinãk im'awwidi(n)

'we loaded on to our camels and back we came'

(1968), p. 251 (Qa¡ar) wiyjünik ãt xatifa mfarltn <ala iãsim 'then came the Ãl
Xalifa (of Bahrain) sending envoys to Jãsim'

The Sammar Najd (Sowayan)

042 yÕm xa!ãhum, wyijik minéif 'he plundered them and turned back'

058 wyãxilhunt wyijrk núnéif 'he headed back home'

105 wuhu yaréibah wyijik ntiÍlibhum 'he rode her and rushed after them'

106 wyijîk lãhiÉhun tãni nõbih 'so he came after them for a second time'

255 wyijtk minéfin bihin \rc drove them back home'

257 wihi tijfk fãz<atin ma< alli$f 'they came through al-liSf in answer to the call'

391 wyijúnak bhalgeQ alþanar msrmlnín <alëhin they pushed on in the scorching

heat of summer lime, urging their mountJ

The verb ja-occurs either in the perfect or imperfect, and the form preceded by it is
the active participle of a verb of motion or a verb closely related to this category. In

this construction the verb jã is obviously not used in the meaning 'to come', but rather

as an ingressive auxiliary modifying verbs of motion, either as an ingressive present or

an ingressive past tense, without subsequent duration. In Palestinian narratives,

according to J. Blau, a¡ is only used as an expletive (FüllworÐ which simply renders

the active participle a past úme function.S

As a maner of fact,7ã+ acrive participle (without -k) is used relatively often in

this function in oral nanative style, e.g.

Palva (1976),37 uyaji nãðes 'then he ca¡ne back'

40 yesþab þãlo wyaji ma-fi 'then he left'
Palva, Balqa/Jordan lllT aju gdçdrn bãb alla w-mãdd¡n 'lhey set off and started their

long journey'

III20 haflÕla 'aju mígfin 'they started back'

XIV 28 waja mu¡lib warãha 'he rushed after her'

SchmidlKahle 89,1I kam hãía aja rãyiþ <abar <assul¡an Ta machte er sich auf und

ging zum Sultan hinein'

39,10 jabad sëfe waja fãz¡< <ala sa<id {arabe bissëf kala< rãse'eÍ zog sein Schwert,

eilte auf SaSd los und schlug auf ihn mit dem Schwerte und hieb den Kopf ab'

5 Blau, pp. 102 and 130.
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The use of jã/aja as an ingressive auxiliary is well attested in many texts covering a

grear area. In the sedentary dialects of Greater Syria it is used side by side with )a-nl

(qãm), but the normal construction there is perfect + perfect or imperfect + imperfect:
)ãm rãþ 'then he left; )aùa katab 'then he wrote'; bi)ûm biruþ, byeLi byektob, On

the other hand, as pointed out by J. Blau, jã )a and other verbs of motion are also used

with predicative participles of verbs of motion in Old Classical Arabic, e.g. jA)a

wãridan, ihtamala rãji(an, xaraja sã)iran, xaraja muqbilan, inçarafa mudbiran.6

Since the verb 
"¡ã 

in these constructions does not have the status of a true verb,

the morpheme -k/-ak suffixed to it cannot be interpreted as an object marker. From

an analysis of the contexts it also appears that even though ¡he -A'ak suffix does not

add anything to the meaning?, the forms with and without the suffix a¡e not freely

interchangeable. The use of the suffix regularly soncurs with a transition to a new

action or development, but it is optional, whereas in all other contexts only suffixless

forms are used, e.g. jtn ãk. yÕm jtna grayyib [...] wmãr niiy nliff [...] \Mell, we arrived.

When we got near [...] and we went on and round [...]'(Stewart 6.1).

In Sowayan's text there are two interesting passages in which the less dramatic

form 
"¡?-k 

is transfor¡ned to the equivalent descriptive imperative. As is well known,

the verb ja- is nomrally not inflected in the irnperative. In this text, the imperative of

the verb *)ata/'íta is therefore used,8 and the -akis suffìxed toit:
056 wltak msannid 'so, he turned west'

IOI iñab alfaras wrtak lãþifhum he got on his horse and rode after thern'

ThE fact that the incomplete paradigm of ia- can be complemented with forms of a

synonymous verb seems to imply that the vetb jã, even when used as an ingressive

auxiliary, yet does not wholly lose its character as a verb of motion. As in all other

cases under discussion, the use of the -k/-ak suffix is optional here as well, as

appears from the following example in which the narrator makes use of a series of
descriptive intperatives all beginning with a consecutive w- 9:

Sowayan O36f . wgum, lãl <ímrak, winç haluh. warsil haka-l<abid, ant ya-bin gdûr,

wîtaw annãgat wi¡li[wah [...] wxuduwaå TIe got up, may your life be long, and

went straight home. Ibn Gdür sent cerrain slaves who came to the camel and set

it loose [...] and took it'

TYPE 3: ja + -k USED INDEPENDENTLY, IN ONE-VERB PHRASES

Like Type 2, this type also occurs relatively fre4uently:

6 Rcckcndorf, p.263î.
? According to Fischer, the -k suftix does not change the mcaning of the verb in the Bukhara Arabic

forms ¡ãk and fadâ,t, Fischcr, p.257 n.4'
8 Cf. Johnrton. (196t), p. 263: only imperfect (yãtt) and imperadve are used; the latter always seems

to be uscd in conjunction with w-: w-jf tome'.
9 Ct. Abboud, p. 89; Palva (1917),pp. 17-21.
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Jordanian Bedouin (Palva)

(1976) 43 nejtk batti çar warãh 'we shall tell you what happened behind thern'

46 nejik ebha!Õla 'no\ry we shall come back to those (other men)'

57 nejÍk ab<abdalla how we come back to <AMalla'

Sinai Bedouin (Stewart)

3.1. wana ailk warãh 'l set off after him'

6.1. jlnãk. yõm jrna grayyib...IVell, we arrived. When we got near'..'

7.3. whutltryah yirkaþaw <azámilhum, wyjinnak bhutpryah They mounted their

riding camels, and the camels brought them to the spot.'

I I .7 . wyjîk lannuglah 'and he went straight to the police post'

14.1. whum yjúk 'so off they went'

16.5. wyjík wytaggiy bay <a-almarkaz 'and he took me to the govemment center'

17.1. wyjik bayi 'so he went off with me'

The Culf (Johnstone)

(1968), p.251 wiyÕk fi Qtë ilbãxira uwaddÕh 'then they came in that ship and took

him away'
(1968), p.251 (Qalar) ...(wuçal ilgaçir) wiyijrk'and then he came'

The Ãl Muna (Ingham)

(1986b), p. 284,1. 17 jãk aba lxëlãn limmalë lfwãd 'then along came Aba al-

Khaitãn and there was the heart'

p.284,1.22 jãk bitteþama he brought the piece of meat along'

The Sarnmar al-Jaz'ira (Montagne)

Yl I jawk <eneze werkebow reéeb $,eneim ebenbeker <ala bene{ld 'voilà que

les (Anezé envoyèrent en délégation Óeneim Eben Beker auprès d'Eben Re5Íd'

VIII 2f. ha|ak jãk emþammed 'voilà que vint Mþammed'

lx 3f . hada jak eben der<ãn men reb< elþadeb mena< xeyyãl 'survint Eben

Der'an, du parti dElhadeb'

lX 6 ãk elþadeb gãl Elþadeb vint alors'

The Sammar Najd (Sowayan)

300 yij¡k hidtnl wuhu yaþaff addil1l bwajhahum 'Hidlül swung his mount to face

them'

.557 wyijrk si<clún wyaz<aj luh haka-sçlibi yamm alma<ãrih 'so, you see, si<dün

sent a $libi to the battlefield'

Although the geographical distribution of the occurrences of Type 3 constructions is

very uneven, the number of instances is far too small to justify speculations about

eventual differences in the use ofthe feature in different dialect areas; rather than dialect
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differences, the distribution probably reflects personal styles of individual narrators.

Apart from a few cases in the Sammari texts (Sowayan 300 and 557, probably

Montagne VI I and IX 6 as well) the verb.¡ã in Type 3 most often retains its status

as a true verb. As in the cases discussed above, here too the -k suffix is no object

marker, and its use implies a transition to a ne\{, action or development.

The -k/-ak morpheme under discussion can even be suffixed to active
participles. The two examples which I have come across occur in texts published by

Ingham, one from the northeastern Arabian tribe of Ãl qafir, the other from tbe Ãl
Murua of the Empty Quarter:
Ãl qafîr, Ingham (1986a), p. 57, l. L4î. wlawinn dsayyim iãyak assêf biQrãfu 'up

he [Dtayyim] came with his sword cradled in his arm'
Ãl Murra, Ingham (1986b), p. 283 w<aíËaw wila ba xálãn jayyik ma<ih {õhal

imsawwÍha milìl rumh wiyjik 'in the evening, there was Aba Khai¡an coming
with a Jõåaf stick, carrying it like a lance and approaching'

Morphologically, this construction is by no means exceptional, since active participles

are regularly used in verbal function and are freely suffixed with object markers.lo

Discussion
Johnstonô's observation of the invariability of the -k morpheme still holds true in

light of the texts published since he wrote his article. However, although this -k
cannot be regarded as a true object marker, the invariability does not necessarily imply

that it cannot be a suffixed pronoun. Thus, according to Sowayan, in his Sammari text

'the narrative context clearly shows that the -k refers to the add¡essed person

but in the sense that yl"¡ilr means 'he comes for you, for your sake'. Actually,

the meaning is simply he came', but expressed with courtesy to the listener, or

with what we might call the -kof courtesy'.ll

Sowayan thus suggests that the function of the -lc/-ak mo¡pheme resembles that of the

ethic dative. As pointed out by Sowayan, both can be omitted without any change in

the meaning. However, the omission does involve the disappearance of one of the

traits characteristic of oral nanative style: the social link betwe.en the narralor and the

listeners, created by a number of different means such as direct address, rhetoric

question, actualizing comparison, gesticulation, intonation, etc.

The personal pronouns suffixed to the preposition /- of the ethic dative can refer

either to persons of the na¡rative or to the listener(s). In the latter case an interesting

feature can be noticed: the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd p. sing. masc. may be used

irrespective of the sex of the addressed person and the number of the listeners.l2

l0ln sorq Bedouin diatecß, the nominal and vcrbal functions are distinguished by using lanwrnbefore
objecr marker: y'ãrbo (nom.), lãrbíilþ (verb).
ll Sowayan, p. 63.
12 S.., e.g., Rosenhouse, p. 186, l, lllf. u¡'õk miamlln...gallak'and [they] went to the north... He

thought'; narrated to a fcmale listener, cf. p. 198, l. 86: mã tesma<i balxa(ra? 'Haven't you heard of
Xa{ra?'As a måttcr of fact, there are several oùcr forms which havç become ossified and are always used
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Thus the invariability ol ¡he -k/-ak suffixed to the verb"¡ã is no unique phenomenon.

The schematic use of the same suffix in the ethic dative is particularly frequent in the

Najdi Sammari texts recorded by Sowayan. In these na¡ratives this kind of ethic dative

usually has no antecedent and can thus be clearly distinguished from the well-known

"ordinary" ethic datives which refer to the subject and are in agreement with the person

referred to. In addition to an instance quoted above (Sowayan 204), the following

instances may illustrate the feature:

062 wuhu lak yatírk aÍSararãt he left a5-Sararãt alone'

483 wuhu lak yalkdah wuhu lak yiçiþ läl þissuh 'he spurred it wi¡h his heels and he

shouted at the top of his voice'

543 wuhum lak yinéftn 'they turned back home'

For the use of the 2nd p. sing. masc. form, Sowayan gives a plausible explanation:

"Perhaps it is not fa¡ fetched to think of the principal listener to whom the narrator

addresses his words, for whom he performs, so to speak, n6t So much aS a real

person but as a postulated idealized absuact listener , a poetic motif like the deputy

(an-nidrb), rhe confidant (an-nidrm), the blamer (aI-<adäl), and the rest of the

stock characters. In othef \#ords, this addresse<t person is a cognitive pafa-

digm'"13

Even though the -t</-ak suffix can be omitted without the slightest change in meaning'

it is interesting to observe the contexts in which it occurs in different texts. As far as

the historical development of the form is concemed, it is significant that the ingrcssive

structure jã + active participle is a feature typical of narrative style, and, more

specifically, of vivid na¡rative style. Another, perhaps even more relevant, observation

is that the contexts in which the formjli + -k occu¡s usually abound in descriptive

imperatives. In the present material, this is the case in the majority of instances' It is to

be pointed our thar in light of dialect texts published to date, in Samma¡i dialects the

descriptive imperatives seem to be used less dramatically than in other dialect areas.l4

In the same dialect area, the attested instances of both the ethic dative and the jA + -k

constructions are more frequent than in other areas. The plausible explanation is that

the Sammari texts represent the core area of the so-called Nabafi poetry which is

associated with a particular narrative style used in the sãlfas of the poems. That the

narrative style belonging to this tradition is well established among the Samma¡ ¡ibe is

illustrated by the fact that the above-mentioned stylistic traits are of comrnon occurence

in the texts from the Sammar al-Jazira, dictated to Montagne in the early 1930's, be-

fore the modern techniques made it possible to record more vivid and spontaneous

naratives. In other dialect areas these devices usually involve more dramatic and vivid

narration scldom documented in dictated texts.

in the 2nd p. sing. masc. form, e.E. ma yxaîÃk 'yon see','it is obvious', gul'now','then','in brief'
figl 'you would say', like'.
t3 Sowayan, p.61.
l4 P"1". (19??), p. 24f.;cî. id. (1984), p. 39t0f.

¡

at
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Conclusion
In the Bedouin oral na¡rative style associated with the so-called Nabati poetry the verb

jã often occurs with the suffixed pronoun of the 2nd p. sing. masc., which does not

function as an object marker. It is mainly used in contexts involving a transition to a

ne\À/ action or development; its use is optional, and its omission does not change the

meaning. Other conspicuous devices typical of Bedouin narrative style such as de-

scriptive imperatives and schematically used ethic datives often occur in the same

stylistic environmenls.

As to the point of departure of the use of the verb jã/aja with the invariable -kl
-ak suffix, it could have been the use of the verb as an ingressive auxiliary modifying

the active participle of verbs of motion. In this function the verb loses its denotation 'to

come'and becomes an expletive to which a suffixed pronoun without an object marker

function can be added. From this use the feature could have spread to cases in which

.¡å-retains its true verbal status. As to the form, both the ethic dative and the -kl-ak

suffix under discussion are supplements to the preceding verb, but functionally they

are sentence supplements.

As far as the provenance ofthe suffix -k is concerned, there is little doubt about

its being the suffixed pronoun for the 2nd p. sing. masc., schematically used without

reference to any concrete person.

Although it is difficult to believe that a stylistic device typical of Bedouin narrative

style would have become generalized in Bukhara Arabic, there is no conclusive

evidence that could rule out Johnstone's hypothesis about the common provenance of
¡he -k/-ak suffix discussed above and the -k occurring in the Bukhara Arabic forms
jaik and þadãk. However, the parallel existence of the closely related suffixes
deriving their origins from kã)in in Bukhara Arabic suggests that historically the latter
two belong together.
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